Adding dois to web in Sharepoint 2010

1. Go to the following address: www.ucdenver.edu/caianh/journal

2. Scroll to the bottom of the page and click Sign In.
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Enter your username and password (university/dickc and Tuesday55).
Click OK.
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Click on the past volumes link (unless you are working on the current volume).
Navigate to and click on the correct volume.

At the top of the page, go to Site Actions > Edit Page.
Download the Full Issue, or click
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A Suicide Epidemic in an American Indian Community, 34-44
Margene Tower, RN, MS

An Investigation of Health Decision-Making Skills Among American Indian Adolescents, 45-52
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Type the doi for each article and press Enter. The spacing will be off.

Click on HTML > Edit HTML Source
Press Ctrl + F on your keyboard to bring up the search feature on your browser.

Search for the author of the article so you can find it in the HTML.
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Delete the </p> after the doi number
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Replace it with <br>
Delete the <p> before the author's name

Click OK
The spacing will be fixed

Click on the publish tab at the top of the page